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About This Game

Blade Ballet is a whirling dance of multiplayer robot destruction. Each character possesses a unique personality and special
abilities - use them to claim victory as you spin from one challenging arena to the next, battling for dominance in this action-

packed fighting game.

Blade Ballet is simple enough for anyone to pick up a controller and jump into the fray, but players must master the timing and
unique abilities of each bot to come out on top. This makes the game easily accessible to new players, while allowing for a high
skill ceiling to truly compete with your friends. Much of the Blade Ballet gameplay revolves around the innovative “blade spin”
mechanic – players control their rotation to sneak past their opponents’ defenses and secure the kill. Each arena also introduces

new game mechanics that players must incorporate into their strategies.
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Frantic duels to the death between two, three, or four players

Spinning and stabbing combat system that encourages simultaneously hectic and skillful clashes

Ten robots with unique mechanics and abilities

Nine battle arenas with challenging hazards to overcome - or use against your enemies

Three exciting modes to choose from - Robomination, Overclocked, and Blade Ball - customizable for endless
replayability

A good part of the flexibility of gameplay in Blade Ballet comes from the unique abilities of the bots. Players can choose to
master their skills with one bot by continually fine-tuning their abilities. Alternately, they can keep things fresh and chaotic by

switching up their bot picks for every match.
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Catbot: No bot is safe with this adorable deviant on the loose. Don't let that cute face fool you - she'll slice through your shields
without a second thought.

Torque: Yes, it will blend. Torque has no shields, but spins so fast in "Blender Mode" that any bot would be crazy to get within
his slicing range.

Syphon: How many swords is too many swords? Syphon steals the shields off other bots. Then he turns them into a ring of
slicing death.

Riot: This solid and imposing maneuverable bludgeon of a bot makes up for her lack of swords with spiked shields that
regenerate quickly over time.

Nix: Uses teleportation to effortlessly and mysteriously phase through enemies and line up the perfect attack. Commits fully to
each new location - if he goes off a ledge, there's no turning back.

Trigger: Hectic and unstable. Lives for mayhem. She loves nothing better than to sling powerful bombs across the stage,
wrecking everything in sight. Is not immune to self-destruction.

Ruckus: Powerful wrecking ball sweeps away all opposition. She uses a mace to reposition other bots at will. A mace-punch to
another bot's face is particularly effective in combat.
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Vanguard: This chivalrous, noble bot has strong ties to a bodyguard origin. Armored and heavy, with a blazing charge. Slow-
turning, but he makes up for it with a long reach.

DropJaw: Don't get too close to this bot unless you want to be laid low by a stunningly disruptive shockwave. His typical combo
includes jump into Ground Pound, finishing off with the stab of a sword.

STEVe: STEVe was never meant to battle in the Blade Ballet arena, but he gives it a good shot. The difficulty of mastering the
strafe and powerful lunge makes every landed hit worth celebrating.

Want to learn more? Check out the Meet the Bots page on our site.

Our goal is to keep gameplay interesting by having players navigate hazardous stages while dueling to the death. We've come up
with a variety of artistically, mechanically, and thematically interesting arenas for bots to battle across.
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Thanks for checking out the game. Love to hear what you think!

https://sketchfab.com/models/7662886ab28740638ff0d63ffac1f2d9
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Now thats some quality art for cheap!!

I am TOTALLY going to use this in creating a cool and unique game on the Switch!

Keep the art packs coming, folks!. Now this game was funny, really funny. I'd say majority of the time me playing it was
laughing from the comedy in it. It's become one of my favorite romantic comedy based Visual Novels. The drama is just right
and theres no bamboozles. Just the way I like it. But in the end I have to say that Nene is Best Girl™. How can a girl thats a
masturbation guru and an expert on ramen-eating etiquette not be best girl? But I have to say Meguru is a close runner up..
pretty good game. Right now this is the best fighting game that's ever been made. ALL KEYBINDS ARE SET IN XBOX
CONTROLS. Do not buy without a controller!!!!. Thanks for those vinyls. It's a shame that there's only a few, you missed
traditional clothing patterns, which are very unique. But hey, what am I expecting from a Czech company, you wouldn't stand if
Slovak paint jobs were better, wouldn't you? (that was a bit rude, I hope you won't miss the point)

It looks rushed. Buy it only if you really want a Slovak flag on your Scania or Volvo.. "RGSS Player
RGSS Player has stopped working"
100% of my "playtime" is failed attempts to launch the game, I have hopes they will fix it because i like AO games but I'm not
holding my breath. I like it really much! It`s addictive and its fun because you stay connected with people\/friends live and you
need to find who is the terror in the group.
#Psychology #team #deceit. Buggy piece of software with a very unintuitive user-interface with some super old documentation
to boot.

One of the guides was three years old now with one of the comments from three months ago asking if a bug with the skins
feature was being fixed. The dev said to look forward to Spriter Pro 2 and to not expect for a fix in this version (though it said it
should be free if you own Spriter Pro). The skins were really the only reason I got this in the first place, yet it's an unfinished
experimental feature. I haven't seen any info on Spriter 2 either.

Making prefabs of skinned sprites or in fact making prefabs in general seems to not exist in this at all as well. Performing
simple actions like joining bones, copying bones, copying sprites, copying keyframes, selecting keyframes, managing sprite
hierarchy, etc. are also very cumbersome to do. Working with the animation timeline especially is very tedious.

I really think it doesn't do anything well. I wish I had known to just get Spine instead.
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This game is a simulator of my daily life. It's an amazing example how not to do VN. Moreover, I can proudly define this steam
product as a complete pile of trash. Some of you may ask: What this game(?) has to do with flowers? Maybe it somehow
connected to the girl's best and worst memories. Or maybe it immersed in the storytelling. And a blooming flowers symbolise
the character growth of the main Heroine? Ahaha. The Answer is simple. No, no, and once more no. She doesn't grow. None of
them. It looks fake and cheap as they express themselves and their feelings for eachother.

First of all, the Choice System. It's a junk. It's a standart 'answer what she likes' system. What do you say? You have personal
preferences? You honestly answer to some in-game tests we put in the game especially to get +1 Affinity for your best (best of 1
i suppose) girl? Do you have your personal opinions on the matter? Oh FFS, stop jerking around, Just open this goddamn Steam
Guide and lick it up. You know we've got a lot of girls here, oh, and you can't date them we are sorry. We've done a gud story
for you here you know. Oh you can't appreciate our perfect 'true' ending without a Guide?? So Sad.. And we Sure know you
liked 'game over' letters across your screen, especially when the story reaches climax in the end. Seriously? Game Over? What is
this, Dark Souls? You telling me I died from the choices or something like that? Oh, your poor little mind just didn't come up
with the ending, right? And you tried to give me this 'game over' nonsense because players like when fed up with a shet, right?
Well, let me tell you something very interesting and new to you. What's the point of choices if you stop Narrating and cut the
story in shreds instantly when player chooses something what you think is wrong, you rеtаrdеd piece of shet. Just do like the
normal people do. Create a Kinetic Novel instead of embarrassing trash like this.

So what about girls? What a Surprise! All of them wanna go out with a main protagonist generic gloomy and "mysterious" emo
bitсh. Oh, look at me! I am so introverted and cannot get friends and that's why i sad, Nobody likes me, My stepmom abused me
right on my piano. Yeah, you are so complex. How can you even exist? Oh Wait. You are not, Miss Cliche.

You know. I, personally, like detective elements in the games, like Batman and L.A.Noire. Solving the case.. It is often hard
thing to do and at the same time very entertaining in the process. Well again, not in this game. Not even in the slightest. You
actually think what the hell was this after processing through one of them and analyzing what just happenned. It's not logical. It's
not entertaining. It just serves as a faint excuse for Sh (Her name is Suoh but from now on i gonna call her like this) to fu ck
around and tell everyone how smart and unusual dumpster she is. You don't even know how much times per minute my palm
gently laid on my bewildered face during these genius riddles. Because it's SO irritating that you should know some nonsensical
shet to progress through them. For example, DID YOU KNOW THAT THE ITALY AND THE ROME IN PARTICULAR
HAS MORE CHRISTIANS THAN AMERICA, HUH? So goood, so interesting, so breathtaking, SO TRUE. Would be
detective for my lifetime if there were only these types of questions. Or one more, THE UNLUCKY NUMBER IN THE
ITALY IS 17. You little fu ckers should know that, don't you agree??? How? Why? And, most importantly, what should i do
with this information? The idea was so good, VN with detective elements. And you burried it alive before it's even born.

Couple of words about the ending. It is, officially, the most stupid thing i have ever seen my entire life. Thank you very much
for expanding my horizons of the unknown.

As for the Artworks, The only shining light in this Dark Abyss of Meaninglessness. Ah, They are actually Very Cool and Superb
looking. God blessed your team with a talented guys and you just ruined everything from the story point, very funny.

Not gonna describe all the spinelessness of Sh and The Best Girl. And that girl, Rikka, the one with autism. let's just stay silent a
little bit for her.

Postscriptum

It's really funny to read the fancy description of that VN.
Speaking of which, That's a Yuri Novel we are talking about.
Yeah it's like a precaution that says 'Warining! Contains A lot of рussу drama'
Can't describe how much i hate this novel. It's odd, especially because I liked the alike one called 'Highway Blossoms' very
much. It's strange since the main characters have that similarity with the dead family members and a psychological trauma.
However, HB is not some school pity drama with a rеtаrdеd girls. It's both fun and sad well-paced novel with a well-written
characters, dialogues and a completed story.
Returning to the point..
Yes, i know this is a series of VN's we are talking about here. And that one is first in a row.
Also, can anyone explain me why the hell i should give it any indulgences since it is a one quarter of a full story? At this
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moment in time I can only say what i've seen so far and hope that following ones won't go any lower than this (it's almost
impossible hehe). So that I reviewed it as a Standalone Steam Product.
They could at least write 'to be continue' at the end but..
..but this is so weak that I couldn't help myself but writing this agonizing review.
In the end who am I to tell You what to do with your own money?
But, personally, I wouldn't recommend this product to anyone looking for a good clever VN. Just for the guys who love
Nekopara and braindead stuff like that =). Hell yeah! As awesome as I remember it. Fly down looping tubes and shoot bugs.
Great soundtrack. There are a lot more special subweapons than I remember and the scoring system is absolutely clever. It
rewards passing enemies in the tube and letting them swap colors and power up and then chaining together enemy kills that
share colors. unlike most shooters your score is actually used for something. After each level you use the credits you have
accumulated to buy screen clearing bombs or more points, which is like buying more lives. So there is a tension between how
much do you think you are going to want to sweep the screen and how much you think you are going to die. There are a lot of
little bonuses in each level that can only be earned with specific methods, shooting things in certain orders etc.

The only negative thing I can say about it is the draw distance is abysmally short. This is usually hidden by the bending in the
tubes so enemies can creep right up on you. But that is a function of the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 ps1 hardware
the original developers had to work with and it doesn't detract from the game too much.. I bought this game only moments ago
and since playing it, I have realized that I have wasted my money on a game that the developer has stated is fully operational and
is, in my opinion, is NOT true, I started off by playing this game in "extreme" and then in "easy" mode and found that both
modes are the same!!! not only that but I found that you can`t reconfigure the controls to any sort of game pad or wireless xbox
type controller, also, access to some features don`t workand if you look on you their Community guidelines, there are only two
panels to choose from...that`s it!!!
So if you are contemplating buying this game, I would not recomend it.. Doomed n Damned is an old school action platformer
which takes a great deal of its inspiration from ghosts n goblins.

Control: Control in this game is simple, but very responsive. You have a jump\/double jump, alongside an attack button. If you
press up + attack you use your sub weapon(like castlevania or ninja gaiden) It is simple but it works very well and I never ran
into a scenario where I was killed due to unresponsive controls.

Level design: When you load up the game you are greeted to a map, you start at the first level on the map and then the map
branches off into 3 paths. Each path has 3 levels and then the map converges at the end. The first level has 3 different exits and
each exit takes you to a different branching path. In order to beat the game you need to beat every level.

Level design in this game is very good. The levels are pretty long, and most levels have different paths you can take to get to the
end, the paths typically converge at the end but the different paths leave the player with room to explore and give you options on
how you want to tackle the levels.

There is also a nice variety of things to do in the levels, of course you have a few standard platformy levels, but you also get
levels that have you riding a horse drawn carriage, riding an elevator while avoiding spikes, running from a huge unkillable
monster and other things to keep it fresh.

The challenge in this game is just right. You have 3 lives to beat each level, if you die all your lives, its back to the beginning.
The game is not easy but it is not rage inducing hard either. You can't expect to beat every live on your first run but with a bit of
practice nothing is insurmountable.

Some levels end with a boss fight, the boss fights are probably the low point of the game for me. Some bosses have annoying
unskippable, pre fight dialogue. Not bad the first time you fight but after you die you have to watch the dialogue every time
which is incredibly frustrating. The bosses themselves range from fun to fight to incredibly stupid and boring, for the most part
they are okay but a handful of bosses almost put me to sleep while fighting them.

Overall, this is a very fun game, it took me 3 hrs to finish and for it's current price I feel you will get your moneys worth. If you
are into retro games give this game a shot, the level design, control, and challenge are all just right.. I think that based on the
given content that I've played a pretty good chunk of what this game has to offer currently.

It's fun, I loved swords and sandals so this one is a no brainer.
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That being said I don't give this one a full recommendation.

The death animations, while at first are whimsical and funny, after a couple of times they become annoying and lengthy.

The longer ones which play most times take 15-20 second to complete.

It's annoying, honestly.

Thankfully, I figured out that if you push escape it skips it entirely.

I really really really just wish that you could click a button in the settings that don't have to even watch them.

Other than that it's pretty fun, it works similar to one of those clicker games that you have to ascend and the next game you play
you can get further.

At a point it gets slow.

Also it's kinda annoying when you get to Dead Ned you cannot shoot him with arrows, so if you spected into that you're pretty
much dead.. Its a totaly fun game, if you need a local multiplayer game!!
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